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,Iland To Speak
Before ASU
Tonight

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maize
Vol. XXXVII

Will Be Broadcast
At 8 O'Clock
Over WLBZ

Intramural Meet
Begins This P.M.

Is NOTED DRAMA

Frosh Dormitory Teams
Pre-Dope Favorites
To Cop Meet

Ntosher To Announce;
No Admission To
Be Charged
sunday evening, February 23,
lock, the University will be the
., new type of theatrical endeavor,
,ondettsecl version of Rostand's
; lay, "Cyrano de Bergerac," will
, It ast from the stage of the I.ittle
role is to be played by Atwood
..er and other principal parts will
••o- H;o ed by Betty Sullivan, Helen Buker,
Llark Kuney. Elwood Bryant, and Neil
:vvyer. A musical background will be
.arried eut by Richard Boyer at the organ.
!••tuart Mosher of WLBZ will do the an',tan ?Ig.
e-a! microphones and all the usual
•1.1.,nying paraphanalia will be ar• •:1 the tage and the sound effects
•
.11-led out in full view of the audiin will itself indirectly take part
IhL- broadcast.
•nission will be charged and the
.:hlic is invited. Mr. Mosher reall wishing to attend the propresent at quarter it eight, so
that technical de:ails, preliminary instructions and explanations can be completed
before the microphones are cut in. No
one will be seated after the broadcast
starts.
-Cyrano de Bergerac" has been a favorite play of theatre goers for two generatlons. This fall and winter Walter
Hampden has been touring the larger
cities with this vehicle and has been playing to capacity audiences.
The time—Eight o'clock. Sunday, February 23.
The place—The Little Theatre.
The occasion -The broadcast of
"Cyrano de Bergerac."

> CO

III ding opportunities in the business
r1,1 1S not the greatest problem facing
!he average college graduate to oday, but
r the ability to take advantage of the
nmuties that do exist and convince
, mployer if the value of his services
hy intelligently selling himself and his
'7a•misz. Because of the need for authori'4'!‘e .mri constructive informatioon and
!ricalcnn m these matters among the senPl.,. the University of Maine Faculty
Placement Committee is this year intro•],sHig a plan to provide such instruction
.••.!
Ite to members of the graduating
a•-. according to an announcement by
e Placement Director today.
1. a result of conversations with employment managers of many large corS•oratsons and meetings with Alumni
racement Committee in Boston, New
• L and New Jersey. Mr. Brockway rehat most employers are now On
L-, h for valuable men and women to
7,'•;.1.1 their organizations as business
''nl'r••ves. and that many companies are
•
renewing the policy of making
,,n4 trips to colleges and universiH-wever, he pointed out, employ. Interested only in the best materi-aTe applying rigid qualifications in
selection of employees so that it is
ly essential that seniors know what
-:cmess is looking for from the college
r woman and how to present their
and qualifications effectively.
Placement Bureau will undertake
,r a practical solution of the diffi'Sr. Brockway further announced.
-ations are under way at present
of the leading authorities on
' and employment problems in
y. h is hoped that he will visit
t•rsity early in March to give
• practical advice and information
years of experience with just
ii-ms as confront them.
all progressive corporations are
:nterested in the college graduate
Mr. Brockway said. "But no king'. vree, even with honors. sufficient
obtain a job. The employer
•• convince. It requires aggres1,. careful planning, and fife• ntation to induce an employer to
•• the services of a new graduate
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'Cyrano de Bergerac' To
Be Given in the Little
Theatre Sunday Evening

College Grad Must
Show Employers
His Superiority

hoe-

1+1

Tonight in the armory, the annual Intramural Track Meet will be held. This
is the first event of the Intramural weekend which reaches its peak tomorrow
night with the Intramural Ball and tapers
off Saturday with the Winter Carnival
and the various house parties.
As only non-lettermen are eligible to
compete in the meet, the freshman teams,
Dorm A and B. and Oak Hall are the
pre-meet favorites. Several of the fraternities will have teams entered that are
strong contenders, outstanding among
them are Phi Eta Kappa, Delta Tau Delta
and Phi Kappa Sigma, recently crowned
Charles Rice. A year ago Dorm B, led
by Johnny Gowell, ran away with the
meet by scoring over fifty points.
The field events took place this afternoon in the field house with Dyer and
Smith, freshmen. Rogers. Phi Eta Kappa,
and Harvey, Delta Tau Delta, getting off
long heaves in the discus. In the 35 lb.
hammer throw Smith again was among
the leaders, with Parsons, Phi Mu Delta,
Rogers and "Chunk" Ireland, Phi Kappa
Sigma, giving him plenty of competition.
In the other event run off this afternoon,
the javelin throw, Drew and Dyer, both
frosh, got off long throws followed by
their upperclass brothers.
Phi Eta Kappa counts on scoring heavily in the field events. having Rogers in the
discus, shot put, and hammer. Fox in the
shot put and 35 lb. weight, Stewart in the
high jump and javelin throw, provided his
back which he wrenched last week responds to treatment, and Dingwall and
Hemingway in the middle distance events,
the 1000 and 600 yard runs.
Delta Tau Delta will be led by Wally
I iartbson. the best pole vaulter in school,
with him will be Bob Harvey in the discus
and shot put and John Haggett in the
middle distance events provided he is able
to run after his recent attack of appendicitis.
Phi Kappa Sigma, winners last Saturday of the Charles Rice Trophy, will
again enter a strong team. It will be led
by Bob Fuller. ace 1000 yd. man who is
expected to win his speciality and also
the 600 yd. run if he decides to run it.
Lew Clark. promising Sophomore, is entered in the two dash events, the 70 and
300. "Siss" Sherry will probably take
points in a number of events, his specialities are the discus and the javelin with
possibly a running event. "Chunk" Ireland will defend his shoot put title won in
the Charles Rice meet. Ile is also entered
in the hammer throw. Art Smith may
collect points in the mile run.
Each of the dorm teams will be powerful with Oak Hall seemingly rating the
toss-up. Mel McKenzie looks like a sure
fire winner in the two hurdle events with
points also in the broad jump and dashes.
Dana Drew will he angling for points in
the pole vault and high jump. as will McCarty in the high jump. the broad jump,
and the discus throw. lial Ityer. ace frosh
weight man, should come through with
wins in the discus and javelin throws and
points in the shot put. Eric Kelley is
looked to score points in the two hurdle
events, the broad jump, and the dash.
Ralph and Foster Higgins are expected to
furnish plenty of competition in the hurdles and dash events. George Sawyer,
who ran an exceptionally fine mile last
Saturday in the fine time of 4 min. 36 sec.,
appears unbeatable in his event. Ted Ladd
and Faye should do well in the dash events
as should Thomas in the broad jump, Nason in the pole vault and Leonard in the
pole vault.

Masque Notice
Costumes of the 1860 era will be
very much appreciated by the
Maine Masque for the play, Abraham Lincoln. Such costumes should
be reported to Professor Bailey of
The
the theater d epartment.
Masque promises to be very careful
with such costumes, and will return them immediately after the
Play.
Eleanor Crockett was elected president
of fourth floor 13alentine at a meeting held
recently. Other officers elected were vicepresident Edna Louise Harrison treasurer. Helen Gray : and social chairman. Ludlle Bell.

•
Ed. Note: Robert "White Rome- Burns, that inveterate fliddydud of
the quill and scroll: the irresponsible. irrepressible. and in short--irresistible
scamp of The Campus, emerges this time front a convenient snowdrift with
something decidedly unique and just a trifle bewildering 1.41,, hlewilderness!
O. the lively arts—his song without music. Sintp/t, because of the tatter timeliness of the piece and an editor's soft heart. tee are passing on to you, with
tongue in cheek, this flimsy bit of whimsy yclept

THE CARNIVAL QUEEN
What a heavenly sight! A vision in white,
With eyes that are dancing and deeper than night ;
0. I think you nmst know who the dream is I mean—
ies her—the Carnival Queen!

Annual Winter Carnival,
Intramural Sports Meet
Feature Gala Weekend
•

Queen To
Maine Ski Team Carnival
Be Selected
Off for Durham
At Ball
To Oppose N.H. MUSIC BY MARSHALL

In the slalom on skis, with startling ease.
Contestants perform in the wintry breeze,
But activities halt when she comes on the scene—
That's her--the Carnival Queen!

Curtismen Seek Revenge
For Narrow Defeat
Of Last Year

At the Midwinter Ball, she captures them all.
Her radiance glows as she glides round the hall ;
There's a thrill in the touch of the satiny sheen
Of her—the Carnival Queen!

The University of Maine Winter Sports
Team will leave for the University of
New Hampshire this weekend to tangle
with the Wildcats in what promises to
be a hard ski contest. Sixteen of the
eighteen men who are to make the trip
have already been chosen.
In a similar dual meet last year, New
Hampshire. won by a slight margin when
she made a sudden spurt in the last event
after Maine had firmly held the lead
throughout the meet.
A bitter cross country race is anticipated between Phil Bower, captain of
Maine's team, and J. Scudder of the University of New Hampshire. This event
last week found an exciting race between
tiles two at the Middlebury Carnival.
Scudder beating Bower by only One millme and one-half.
Rod Elliott and Phil Bower for Maine
and J. A. Jones for New Hampshire are
expected to show a good deal of about
evenly distributed mettle in the downlidl
race. and Elliott awaits stiff competition
from Damon of New Hampshire in the
juniping event. though he is a slight favorite, having beaten Damon toy a few
feet at Middlebury.
In the combined event Elliott and Bower will find intense competition in fighting Damon and Chase for first honors.
lIardison and Parsons, representing
Maine, are the slight favorites for the
snowshoe dashes, in which they made respectively first and second place last year.
Morton and Ohler, on the other hand, are
due for a hard battle with New Hampshire in the cross country snowshoe event,
in which New Hampshire took both first
and world place last year.
The sixteen men Ted Curtis has to date
!oelected to participate in the Maine-New
Hampshire meet are as follows: Phil
Bower (captain), Rod Elliott, Frank
Huntexon, Waldie Hardison, Shirley Parsons, A. G. Smith, Clyde Higgins, Morton, Robert Ohler, Johnstone, Brown,
Trimble,"Freshie" McCarthy, and Hayes.
Hayes is going on his first trip.
The work of the relay team, Ted Curtis said, may decide the winner of the
meet. The two snowshoes in the relay
will be Hardison and Parson, and two
new men will replace the speedy Green
pair of last year, neither if whom is at
the University this year.

A shimmering star, so near yet so far,
She'll steal your affections whoever you are.
The professors have fallen, and event the Dean,
For her—for that dream—
That imphorable, fetching, adorable etching,
I mean—the Carnival Queen!

Colcord Speaks Y.W. Sustains
On Shipbuilding Its Membership
Interesting Lecture Is
Broadcast from the
Little Theatre

Over One Hundred and
Seventy in Active
Organization

Lincoln Colcorol, well known author and
critic, spoke in the 1.ittle Theatre last
Thursday on the subject."Penobscot Shipping History."
The first part of Mr. Colcord's talk,
which was broadcast over WLBZ, consisted of a description of the shipping industry of our Maine towns. "As late as
fifty years ago," he said, "the whole coast
of Maine was given up to shipbuilding and
the operation of sailing vessels in the
coastwise and overseas trade. Yet to the
younger generation that lives in our coast
towns today, or to the strangers who have
come to live there in recent years, it would
be impossible to explain what this meant
in terms of the community life that went
on. Mr. Colcord stated that every man and
woman, girl and boy of those times was
more if a sailor than can he hound anywhere in modern life. Many of them
were horn on the high seas, and took their
names from the lands near which they
were born.
"In 1875," Mr. Colcord said, "along the
two or three miles of Searsport waterfront. there were eight shipyards actively
engaged in building wixiden vessels, most
of them square-rigged ships for the foreign trade. This meant the launching of
at least half a dozen vessels a year, in a
town of less than 300(.1 inhabitants. These
vessels after they were launched were
rigged in town, their sales were made in
town, their in iii work forged in town;
they were constructed from the keel up
and completely fitted for sea within the
labor and energy of that small community.
"But this is only half the story. The
operation of these and many other vessels
on the sea, and their business management as they went about the world earning good inoney, were also the product of
the energies of the home town. In addition to the construction and ownership of
the ships, the typical town of Searsport
furnished one-tenth of the ship masters
in the American merchant marine. This
meant nearly two hundred ship masters
Lout ..f a town of less than three thousand
inhabitants. I think it is not Poo much to
say that such a town was completely given
up to the shipping industry. And this was
equally true for other shipping towns.
This is the reason why, for a few generahurls, Maine was the most important single
factor in American maritime history."

The \'.W C..\ is beginning the spring
semester with a membership of over 170
undergraduate women. A recent checkup showed that this organization has sustained its membership of the past two
years and continues to command the active interest of nearly half of the women
students.
It is not too late for interested women to
join the "Y" for this semester. Any
members who are able to take a more
active part in the program are asked to see
Miss Elizabeth Ring at her office in the
M.C.A. building. New members will be
welcomed to aid in carrying on the work
as it is outlined for this semester.
The Y.Vil.C.A. activities, as they cover
the average week, include inspirational,
recreational and informative programs.
Regularly on Sundays the Vesper services
are held jointly with the M.C.A. Also
on Sundays the play group of underprivileged children meets in the Orono Community House under the leadership of
"Y" members assisted oftentimes by those
who are not yet niembers. On Wednesday
and Thursday afternoons knitting classes
are conducted for girls oil upper grade
school and high school age. Freshman
"V" nieetings are held each Thursday
evening at the Maples.
There have been to date six meetings
on International Affairs, three musicals,
two off-campus parties, four music meetings, and live meetings of the dancing
class. In addition to these activities the
"Y" has been represented at three student
conferences and has sent tout several deputations.
These activities are carried on by departments under student leadership and
are coordinated at the weekly Monday
noon meetings of the cabinet and Miss
Ring.
Any of the cabinet members will be glad
to record new memberships or to accept
contributions for carrying on the association program. The members of the present cabinet are: Rosemary Boardman,
Carolyn Currier, Sara Littlefield, Frances King, Madeline Frazier, Elizabeth
Gifford, Alice Stuart, Mahelle Ashworth,
Alice Crowell, Dorothy Nutt, Ann Eliasson, Ruth Goodwin, Althea Millett, Marguerite Benjamin, Carol Stevens, Rena
.Allen, Josephine Snare, and Barbara Lancaster.

Dr. Clelland To Speak
On "Militarism in Education"

"What is Militarism Doing to FAuc.alion in this Country ?" will be the title of
a speech to be delivered by Dr. Frank
Clelland, well known anti-militarist of
Bangor, at 7:30 this evening in the M C.A. !
Reading Room. Dr. Clelland is speaking 1
at the request of the Maine SLID. which
organization has announced that all in- !
terested persons. regardless of their individual views. are welcome to hear him and
to participate in the open discussion achedtiled to follow the talk.

Beta To Hold Open House
/pen house. in the form of a Ski !tame,
will he held at the Beta Theta Pi House
from 4 to 7 o'clos•k following the Carnival
this Saturday afternoon. Lou Kyer will
furnish the music. Everybody is welcome ,
I
and informal dress will be the mode.
•

Plays for Contest May
Still Be Submitted

Fraternities To Compete
In Snow Sculpture
Contest
Already having attracted a great deal
of attention from the student body, the
Second Annual Winter Carnival, promising to be the season's most gala event,
will he ushered in with the proper holiday
spirit tomorrow evening by the Intramural
Ball, at which the Queen of the Carnival is
to be selected from eight candidates, including Helen Ituker '30, Martha Chase
'38, Bunny Hamilton '38, Lynn Parkman
'39, Beth Schiro '36, Virginia Twombly
'39, Hope Wing '37, and Marjorie Young
'37.
On the following day, Washington's
birthday, a varied program of winter
sports will be held under the direction of
the Intramural Association. The snow
sculpturing vintners will he announced by
the judges in the morning. All in all, it
prciniseso be a merry occasion for the
University.
The Intramural Ball assures the carnival an auspicious opening. 'The committee, headed by Bob Littlehale, has worked
hard to make the dance the highlight of
the winter social season, and it seems as
if its expectations and hopes are to come
true. Everyone who attends this formal
will have the privilege of voting for the
carnival queen. But only by attending,
can mire vote.
The decorations prillllise to be most
original. Behind a raised platform on
which the orchestra is to be seated, will
be a giant Maine banner with drapes extending froni its sides to the floor. A
football, basketball, baseball, and a pair
nf track shoes will he attached to each
respective corner. 'the matron's booth
will also have a similar banner for its
I ackground, but on this one will be fastened pins of all the fraternities in the
school. It is alsi. contemplated to have a
"seven foot chandelier covering the light
in the center, and on this chandelier to be
printed the letters of every fraternity."
A group of famous dance syncopaters,
Starr Marshall and his Orchestra, are
to furnish the music. College engagements by Starr Marshall have included
the Dartmouth Winter Carnival, M.I.T.
Formal Dinner Dante, and many other
important social events at Wellesley, Harvard. Brown, Cornell, Colgate, anal Union.
The committee in charge nil arrangements
includes R(ibert Littleliale, chairman ;
Lester Myer, Jack Ressom, and Thomas
Barker.
The snow sculpturing contest promises
to be as highly interesting as that of last
year when Beta Theta Pi won the trophy
with a flying dragon. All this past week
the fraternities have been hard ai work
constructing figures. The Maine Outing
Club is to again present a trophy to the
winner, but instead of running for one
year, the cup will have three legs, and
only until a frat has won the contest three
times will at be given to the fraternity for
permanent possession. The judges, who
will base their decisions on ingenuity,
worksmanship, and condition of statue On
the day of judging, are i'res. Arthur A.
Haut k, Registrar James A. Gannett, Prof.
and Prof. Helen
m
n 1 1:1. Steinetz,
;
inage1
I.r;1en
‘

It is not too late to enter the Hamlet
Contest in playwriting, according to an
announcement by Dr. Milton Ellis, head
if the department of English. About ten
contestants have already signified their
intention to enter tine competition which
offers an award of twenty-five dollars for
the winning manuscript. The play is not
due until April 1, but entrants are urged
to arrange conferences immediately with
either Prof. Mark Bailey, head of the department of Public Speaking. or Mr.
Walt Whitney. instructor in English in
charge of the creative writing courses, in
order to discuss their proposed plots and
The statues erected last year attracted
to assist in as much as is proper with
their preparation. If no play of merit is considerable attention from all over the
submitted, the prize will not Inc awarded. state.
The third big feature of the day will be
the Intramural sports, arranged by Prof.
Model League Assembly
Stanley Wallace. Already, many entries
To Be Presented by Club have
poured in, promising real close comPhi Mu Delta won the meet
petition.
ReInternational
The Student-Faculty
-• lations
Club will present a Model League last year, and will be favored to take this
of Nations Assembly Sunday afternoon, season's trophy.
Correction
The program of the events, as arranged
March 8, at 3 o'clock. The assembly
Through an unfortunate slip in
will be based on the Sixteenth Assembly by the Intramural Association, include:
reporting, the names of Miss Lu/, mile.
of the League of Nations that convened in 9:00 Cross country, 1,
cirv'a E. Rich '37, Mr. Ralph F.
September and October, 1935, to act upon 9:45 Cross country Snowshoe, L L
Hayes '36, and Mr. Leonard H.
10:15 Women's Snowshoe Dash Trials
the Italo-Ethiopian dispute.
Emery '39 were omitted in the last
Students taking part in the presentation: 10:45 Women's Snowshoe Trials
anipirs from a list of students
Junius Birehard. Donald Stewart, Sar- 1:15 Men's Snowshoe Dash Trials
awarded financial assistance by the
gent Russell, David Brown, Roger Leven- 1:30 Men's Ski Dash Trials
Committee on Honors, and other
son, Raymond Gailey, Leon Levitan, 2:10 Women's Snowshoe Finals
students with the same surnames
Ralph P. Higgins, Chester Smith, Philip 2:10 Men's Snowshoe Dash Finals
were listed instead of two of them.
Temple, and Ernest Rowe. Faculty mem- 2:20 Women's Ski Dash Finals
The Committee greatly regrets the
Women's Relay
bers: Dr. Rising Morrow, Prof. Claude
unpleasantness or embarrassment
Women's Obstacle
Bourcier. and Mr. George McReynolds.
that may have been caused to any
2-40 Men's Relay
of these persons by the mistake.
There will be no Vows Service 3 :45 Ski Jump
As a finishing touch to the day, several
hairman of the Committee
Sunday, February 23. Services will
on Honors
continue as usual on the following of the fraternities will hold open houses,
Saturday evening.
weeks.
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The Supreme Court
1!!'t he held
'411-!1•
A little over a month ago the Supreme I her tightly in his manly arms. He closed
Court declared the AAA unconstitutional. his eyes for a time and danced here and
Six of the nine ex-attorneys (five of there in vestacy. She looked up into his
1936
Member
which were once corporation lawyers and face and suddenly his eyes opened. The
£935
as such fought tooth and nail for Big music stopped.
Ptssociaied thiletsiate Press
Business) were against the act, the other
Distributor of
"Come, let's go out on the porch." he
three disagreed.
muttered thickly. He stole a glance at
Disregarding, for the moment, the ques- his partner. Never had he seen so ravtion of whether or not the AAA might ishing a beauty. lie took her in his
Editor
have proven to be the remedy for the arms.
Raymond H. Galley
Business Kammer
George A. Clarke
present economic anemia, what this col"oh. darling, I love you so. Say you
umn would like to know is—where did the will be mine." She looked again into his
EDITORIAL STAFF
Supreme Court get the power to declare eyes.
an
act, passed by Congress, unconstituPhotographer
Staff
Cabeen
Robert
Editor
"I'm not rich like John Brown, and I
Managing
Ernest Saunders. Jr
A•sistant News Editor
f.ts:oI ostrell
%ssociate Edit,
tional?
Jane Stillman •
haven't
a car, or a home, but I do love you
Editor
Sports
.Assistant
Kelley
Is.iosid
Editor
News
thiser Eldridge
N1.iigaret Williston
S.ports Editor
Well, you can find how they got it but and want you terribly."
Harold I. %%ebb
Asst V. omen's News Editor
Elizabeth Phi'brook Woolen's News Editor
you can't find any law giving them legal
Two soft, snow-white arms reached
Society Editor
Margaret G Sewall
right to it. It seems that Chief Justice around his neck, and two ruby lips whisMarshall, away back in the 1820's, start- pered in his ear: "Where is this man
CONTRIBUTING !MITOSIS
ed the ball rolling by asserting that the Brown?"
—Phoenix
Asnip
Robert Burns, Thomas Lynch, Elizabeth Gifford. Ruth Goodwin, Margaret
Supreme Court had this power and the
Congress of that day wasn't bothered
In South Dakota a farmer kit his
enough by it to refute it. Since then ye horses in the field and went for a drink of
STAR REPORTER
good (Ade American citizen (the sucker!) water. When he returned the grasshopWalton Grundy
has dwelt peacefully and soporifically un- pers had eaten the horses and were pitchder that delusion and, until the present ing horseshoes to see who would eat the
REPORTERS
time, has accepted its mandate without a harness.
—FinJan
PriScilla Haskell. Lawrence Det.i.ing, Jean Kent. Mildred Dauphinee, Marion Larson, cerebral quiver.
Richard
Simmons.
Martha
Lamb.
Hilton,
Winifred
Miriam
Thorn.
Adrienne
Shannon.
Florence
Now that so many wide-awake AmeriTrimble, Catherene BusseII, Jeanette M. KC11,1C, Louise Calderwood.
SUMMARY
can citizens are realizing that all is not
God first created the universe and restas it should be and are beginning to look ed; God then created man and rested; he
CUB REPORTERS
around for the causes of the economic finally created woman, and since then
4ostrell, Charlotte Currie. Faith Shesung,
1(,,
,
Mary Bear..e tcha ibm, S> Mit
distress. the Supreme Court has come neither God nor man has rested.
Edna Harrison. Margaret Harriman, Alice McNfuIlen. Ruth Kimball.
• • • • • •
under their scrutiny.
The average citizen, to his surprise,
Love is like an onion,
BUSINESS STAFF
found that the Supreme Court in declarYou taste it with delight ;
Circulation Manager
Merrill Eldridge
ing an act, passed by Congress, invalid
And when it's gone you wonder
Asst. Circulation Manager
Robert Harvey
Advertising Manager
was, itself, acting unconstitutionally. Not
James W. Haggett
Whatever made you bite.
Asst. Advertising Manager
Gilbert Ellis
that the Court doesn't have a restricted
Off-campus Circulation Mgr.
allaam Hilton
—Columbus
power to interpret the laws made by Congress but unconstitutional in the sense
Judge: "And you were attacked by a
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager; all othef correspondence to
that an unrepresentative group of men group of hoodlums?"
the Editor.in-Chief.
Entered as second class matter at the post office. Orono, Maine.
was indirectly making the laws for the
I.atin Professor: "Hoodla, your honor."
Subscription: $1.1.10 a year.
United States. The full implications of
P,inted at the University Press, Orono, Maine.
—Lampoon
Building.
Tel.
Extension
51.
M.
C.
A.
of
the
door
Orrice on the third
the situation began to dawn on him—an
act passed by a majority of representaWhen the roll is called up yonder, what
tives elected by the people and signed by will we dunk in our coffee?
"Contentment Is One of the Easy Paths to Obscurity"
the President, also elected by the people.
—Lafayette Lyre
Students have often been warned to be careful not to take part in too many extrais dumped in the wastebasket by a group
curricular activities, but the benefits of taking part in soon', at least, have not been of ex-lawyers who weie not
elected by
No tnore coffee at the dorm; the string
stressed enough.
the people. Mr. Citizen was beginning to br•,ke aim they lost the Ivan.
Too much participation in outside activities has its dangers but it is not near as
• • • • • •
realize that he is not living in a republic,
dangerous as no participation at all. (inc of the phases of college life that employers
a democracy—no, in an oligarchy, with
"This
college
has turned out some
The
activities.
outside
always ask the college graduate who is seeking work, is his
the real rulers nine (is senile a bit great men." wrote the Notre Dame
employers realize that there is more to college life than study and the much publi- rough?)
old men. And, if such is the freshie to his parents after he had recized "good times." They realize that each college or university supports numerous case,
his vote cast for his senator or rep- ceived his mid-year grades.
interests.
organizations that provide both relaxation and a chance to develop personal
• • • • • •
resentative is a worthless thing. His dearThey realize that these organizations give the students a chance to develop themselves ly beloved
representative election had beThe Los Angeles Junior Collegian quips
the
activities
makes
in
these
student
associations
the
the
through
fully;
that
more
come a farce. Mr. Citizen pondered. Per- with this similitude : "Girls are like final
student develops a broader and more rational outlook on his fellow man and his ac- haps there
should he a change.
examinations--they keep a fellow up all
tivities. And, perhaps, even more important, as a member of these organizations the
On the other hand Big Business is jubi- night worrying about them, and then ask
because
of
amount
and,
consequently,
of
responsibility
certain
assume
a
student must
lant fir they believe that such a verdict the mist foolish questions."
this experience, is more ready to assume the responsibilities of the outside, "work-a• • • • • •
will further curb Federal attempts to conday," world. One of the student's best selling points, once he is looking for "that"
trol industry. They dislike anything that
A professor at Brown University
some
member
of
society,
or
president
a
of
a
job, is that he was manager of a team,
even hints of Federal supervision for that photographs every person who borrows
team or organization that required extra work, extra responsibility, and extra thought.
would mean that plain and unadulterated money from him. We suggest photoNot only du extra-curricular activities provide pleasure while in school and a robbery of
the people would be stopped. graphing every one who has any money
selling point when job-hunting. but more important, they reeniorce the primary aim
They got several nasty jolts when Wall Ii loan. This information would certainof education—nut to get a person a better job, more money, or a superiority complex—
Street and Munitions were investigated ly prove more useful.
but to prepare the student for the greatest battle of all—that of getting out of life the and such
acts as the .\A. are very simimost that your character will afford and to make this latter process the easiest and lar in
their results. Not, you know, that
NOTICE
most enjoyable possible.
they are entirely adverse to government
athletic,
some
team—forensic,
college
for
organizations—go
out
support
your
So
The following books and magazines can
interference. Oh. no. When Big Busior whatever your personal choice dictates. Join some organization whose purpose is ness'
hanks and railroads began to crumple not be found. It will be appreciated if
to supplement your studies. Don't be a stay-at-home all the time. Don't waste all
under the policy of laissez faire it yelped anyone having information in regard to
your spare time in bull sessions, bridge-playing, or some other chiefly recreational infor help and government supervision. The them will notify the Library:.
door sport. Put your spare time into something that will pay you dividends. Take big
MAGAZINES
businessmen didn't mind a little supercare of your time and it will take care of you.
Foreign affairs, Oct., 1935; Forum,
vision when their depleted coffers were
filled with government subsidies. That Sept., 1935; Institute of radio engineers.
To Be Worthy of My Generation
was a different story. But once these Proceedings, July and Sept., 1935; Journal
As each week passes to the quiet of the day oi rest, young men and women uni- subsidies put them back on their feet they of applied psychology, April, 1935; Living
versally today, as they have always, wake to ponder on words from their elders which attributed the recovery to their own acu- age, Oct., 1935; No, Central Assoc. quarpoint to the possibility of accomplishment.
men and then started to look for means terly, Jan., 1935; Nation. May 2, 1935;
Those who see the weight of their life behind them, who see whatever ideal they by which they might shake off this super- Power plant engineering, April, 1935;
might have in the far distance, know the must have accomplishment of the idea to vision which their own incapability had Psychological review, March, 1935; Rethose whose lives lie ahead. So often youth hears these words: "Your world is in a le ought upon them. The vicious circle ligious education, Oct., 1934; School and
society. Feb. 9, IC35; Special libraries,
state of coniustion and flux. It is yours to use as you will. We of the older set make had begun again.
no apologies for what we have left you, but it's a mess in many respects
The sad part about the whole thing is March. 1935; Theatre arts monthly, Oct..
perhaps
-ital speeches, Jan. 14, 1935; Yale
you can straighten it out."
that the AAA did, according to a consen- 1935;‘
And the question arises in each young person's mind as he approaches the week's sus of economists, help the farmer. As- school of forestry, Bull. No. 38.
turnover : "What can I do to 'straighten it out'?"
sisted by the drouth of last year. the AAA
BOOKS
Josiah Joyce. Harvard philosopher. who was quoted by President Roosevelt in raised the price of cotton from six to
Agard. New architectural sculpture;
his address to congress, has, in a way, the answer to the question. He is quoted as twelve cents, wheat from 25 to 90 cents, Brasol, Elements of crime; Dennis, Is
follows:
hogs from three to nine cents, and so on. capitalism doomed; Fishbein, Why men
"What great crises teach all men whom the example and counsel of the brave in A few dairy farmers suffered —not be- fail ; Maine writers research club,
Maine
spire is the lesson: Fear not, view all the tasks of life as sacred, have faith in the tri- cause of the AAA—but because the dairy past and present ; Miller, Canoeing;
Norumph of the ideal, give daily all that you have to give, be loyal and rejoice whenever combines saw to it that the independent
f'"'. Wisd"m of the body: Roberts, Rabble
you find yourselves part of a great ideal enterprise.
farmer received only the lowest price for in arms; Williams, Background of con'You, at this moment, have the honor to belong to a generation whose lips are his butter, milk, and cheese, and the AAA temporary psychology.
touched by fire. You live in a land that now enjoys the blessings of peace. But let couldn't control these capitalistic comMAINE ROOM REGULATIONS
nothing human be *holly alien to you. The human race now passes through one of bines.
Because of the extensive use of the
its great crises. New ideas, new issues- a new call for men to carry on the work of
here's the joyful part—to Big Business. material in the Maine Room,
it has become
righteousness, of charity. if coinage. of patience, and of loyalty.
The manufacturers of cotton, wheat. etc., necessary to restrict the
circulation
of
"Whenever memory brings Kick this aaaaament to your minds, let it be able to say were required to pay processing taxes;
this material. Books, with the exception
to you: That v.a. a great moment. It was the beginning of a new era
This world they added the amount of those taxes to of fiction. are to be circulated only
with
in its crisis called
solwiteers, for men of faith in life, of patience in service, of the price of their products, and Mr. Amer- permission
front the librarian. The use
charity and
•
I ICIPMCIed to the call however I could. I volunteered to
give ican Citizen paid this added price. Now, of the room will be limited to research
myself to my Master --the Gi•ise of humane and brave living. I studied. I loved, I with the AAA unconstitutional. the manworkers in the field of Maine History.
labored, unsparing!) and hops oIls, to be worthy of my generation."
ufacturer gets back the extra taxes be had Desk assistants will get
books from the
The answer is that the w“rld will never be "straightened out." Each generation to pay. This brings an added deficit to
room for use in the building.
offers its U/aa alre
But the call to humane and brave living is ever the budget which will have to be paid by
GENERAL REGULATIONS
present.
the taxpaer who has already, as the
Students using books from the stacks
—Texan Christian consumer, had to pay' the added price on
should leave them on the tables rather
the gainxls he bought. Oh, Mr. Citizen—
than return them to the shelves. When
ha. ha.
signing book cards sign first as well as
Saint John's Univsesilist Church
Methodist Episcopal Church
to do about it? Very simple.
last name. This will avoid notices sent
There are several ways to remedy the sitMain St., 0,0110
Sunday, February 23
to wrong persons.
uation. Congress could add to all hills
;sunday, February 23, tit the rn,,rti10 30 a.m. Morning Worship with ser- it passes
the statement that the Supreme
mg service at 10:30, Rev. W. 1:.11is 11.11,e, n1,41 "The Joy of Jesus."
Fellowship Church
Was Jesus Court can in no
way act upon the hills
will preach the last ii a /Cries ot sermons simply a Man of Sorrows? Can
One be for "The Supreme Court shall have
At Fellowship Church service at 10:30
on the rnaladjustmetit• of ssocalled nor- Christian and
Joyful about it? Who are jurisdiction both
as to law and fact, Sunday Dr. Charles M. Sharpe will
mal people. Taking as his subject. "Phan- the Joy-killers? Can Religion
be a Lux- WITH SUCH
EXCEPTIONS AND give the sermon.
tome in the Laboratory," he will treat the ury without being an
Opiate?
UNDER SUCH REGULATIONS AS
Special music as usual by Fellowship
ilusions, delusions, superstitions, both of
Anthem by the vested choir. Mrs. Wil- CONGRESS SHALL MAKE." (Art. Choir and soloists.
normal and abnormal people in the light
'qir Park, Director and Soloist.
3. Sec. 2). But an easier way. a way that
The Young People's Club (Abenakis)
of what niodern psyciatry has tev•ealed.
7 :(a) p.m. The Evening Assembly and would settle the dispute for all time.
will meet at usual time and place for a
In the evening at 7:30 there will he a I: Tunis. Adult
Forum, Professor Mau- would he for Congress to pass an amend- general discussion of the topic. "Qualities
meeting, open to the public, at which Rab- t ,, e Jones,
Speaker, "The Farm Issue." ment making invalid the Court's right to of Ideal Youth." Leaders
Margaret
in Zwelling of Bangor whl be the speaker.
esley Foundation Student Forum, pass upon the validity of acts of ConSteinmetz and Alvin Hersey. All young
Following the speech there will be a dis- Personal
Religious Living," Barbara gress. Are there enough liberals in Con- folks invited.
cussion. That event will take place in the Brown,
chairman, Professor E. J. Nieder- wonder.
gress for such an amendment to pass? We
vestry.
f tank, Commits,.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Colle6cde Digest

"SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW" j
Rose Whitmore has the SRO sign out. Russ Bartlett has bought out the hotbc
A while hack, a telegram intercoved the Fiy,„„
for all seasonal engagements
Last
Yankee in Lewiston with the clarifying content, "It will be so long.'
another locally dispatched dot and dash message was delivered at Balentine: just ten
love
love
shorn
love
love."
love
Deljia
love
Too
bad
love
"Lovelovelove
words,
Sampson. It took another woman, Freshette Crockett, to effect tonsorial artistry . Miss Twombly was a bit perturbed when sw,
Bill Chapman's Van Dyke
Shot-putting Cl.
made his bows some hour and a half late Friday the last
land has served up cigars in honor of a New York school marrn. These cit,.
Will-o-the.w;
Beware of the traditional triangle. Tread lightly, Al
T;
lor seems to have centered amorous interest un freshman McDonald
matrimonial subsidiary. overnight trips, adds another happy couple to its
Don Adams has been
Ann Eliasson and Clark Kuney, take your bows
There arc
the torch for freshman Mary Beier with remarkable tenacity
nasty rumors, that there will be an item oil the term bill of "Brother and
to
"give
the little womw.
Bob Cail wanted the Maples maid
at the Maples
Twin Jeanette Sanbur!
It seems that butterfly Pagan is his little woman.
that
he
hater
professes
woman
to be
t
that svelte Louis Harris isn't the
Your ch.
of fraternity opinion rates Martha Chase tops in co-ed pulchritude
Cox
for
welcome
a
Kay
We
fortnight's
will
tell
stay. A nd ,.
Winter Carnival
Louis Pral
see embarrassment for Lyn Keller when past and present meet
Betty
boards,
and
finds
the
gone
by
has
romance
consolation in
flash-in-the-pan
Eagle Leighton, you know better than to speak to
ing Bob Sheridan up
Bouquets to Queen of Hs.
men. And skis are so clumsy to make a get-away on
We can hear bells to.
Bailey and brickbats to Ed Stanley, five dollars' worth
This Dapper John Sealey-Fra Ring a!'
for Ding Dung and his Zoology major
must have set a certain member oi the Lair sex down with an awful jolt
Janes'. in
A bouquet to Prexy for his
Dave Brown's strong point emote-ing or emotion?
welcomed calls on undergrads in the hospitals and infirmaries and his recognition of
and
student literary taste by leaving Saturday Ezening Post instead of Scr:bners
Art Roberts. he must be lonesome in Florida without Anna—broad A—She claims
wasn't
long unguarded. Her smile
Phyl Phillips's arm
she never hived him anyway
for Merrill Thomas seems as sweet as it once was for Florida-bound Crabtree
A
T
0
Carnival.
statue
The
of Washington crossfor
Snow
Rather balmy weather
What was that crack that Fundy
ing the Delaware will be too realistic, we fear
Mr lialentinei made when he gave the thermometer to Miss Cope? Tsck, tsck!
Marion, you know you're too big and too old to hide under a table. And what t,
Was it hope or fear that kept the South Hall girls up all
the Phi Mu;think?
QT quips or quibbles would be appreciaou
You can't have a fire every day, girls
in sealed envelopes addressed to this column. Box 69 ..

CORRESPONDENCE
Campus
are open to the public on pertinent subject*,
and letters are welcomed. All letters should
be signed with the author's real name, but a
pea name 'dB be used In publication of the
letter if desired. The ideas stated la Meet
columns are met aecessarily those id The Campus and should not be so considered. The editor tonnes the right to withhold any letter
or a part of any letter.)

(The correspondence columns of The

Our Mistake
Editor of the Maine Campus,
Dear Sir:
In an article about the plans for the
Winter Carnival which was printed in
the Campus two weeks ago, it was stated
that most fraternities are planning to hold
lumse Saturday night, February 22.
It would seem that the writer of that
article was overstepping his authority
when he stated this, without first ascertaining the truth of this assertion from
the responsible heads of the fraternities
in question.
The author of the article continued by
stating that open house is always an enjoyable occasion because of the informality with which dancers can go from house
to house to suit their indiidual whim. It
seems to me that it would require a rather
whimsical person to go dashing from
house to house with the snow piled a few
feet deep and the thermometer hovering
alxive the old zero mark. I am sure the
young ladies would enjoy fresh air, don't
you think so?
Ott the night of February 22, according
to the records of the Faculty Chairman
of the Social Committee, only six of the
15 social fraternities are planning to have
informal dances. It seems obvious that
these six fraternities cannot possibly entertain the remainder of the dancing students on the campus. It is the principle
of the thing, however, which is most Irksome.
Certainly no cultured person would
think of inviting a large crowd to attend
a party to which lie, himself, had not been
invited. Why, thcn, should the Campus
sanction a similar invitation when such
an invitation might impose upon the generosity of the fraternities in question to
such an extent that even the hosts, themselves. might not have room to dance in
their own houses.
Furthermore, the fraternities which
play host sin open house nights must assume full responsibility for the actions
of their guests, whether or not the latter
are members of that particular fraternity.
I ain sure that inter -fraternity relations
would be very cordial if one house were
placol on social probation by the administration because of the misconduct of a
member from a different house!
It seems only. logical since only six fraternities are planning house parties that
the Campus should reconsider the facts
of this question and announce that personal invitations are necessary for attendance at midwinter house parties.
"A fraternity man"

Make Applications
T

, Certificates

Dean Lutes of the School of Edum,' •
announces that application for lead
certificates should be made immediatei.,:
his office in South Stevens.
The state requires that such a certificate
he taken out before any position in the
public schools can be applied for. The
state also requires that a birth certificate
be produced when applying for the teachers' certificate.
Eighteen hours of education, including
not less than two and not more than six
hours of psychology, are necessary to obtain a secondary school certificate. Primary and junior high certificates are
available to any graduate of the University.
In past years it has been extremely difficult to get all of the certificates from
Augusta in time for the Commencement
Exercises, at which time they are presented. For this reason, Dean Lutes urges
that all applications he made immediate!)
- There will shortly be several positions open in the Business Department of the Maine Campus.
Students who wish to work out for
responsible positions should apply
at the circulation room of the Campus on the third floor of the M.C.A.
building Thursday afternoon. Upperclassmen as well as freshmen
are needed,

decision reasoning. Among reasons
en for crop control illegality was coer, ,
in which the Court reasoned that farmers
were coerced into obeying A.A.A. provisions because they would make more
money by so doing than otherwise. By
the same reasoning the Federal government coerces universities into offering
military training. Many a state legislature might change its mind about wasting
university students' time with learning
modern disembowelment were it not for
the funds provided that university by the
Federal government for such time w..
This idea might provide good bill'
sion material for Maine mat.
Very truly yours,
J. E. DeCourcy '34

SPRUCE'S CABIN
Meals and Lunches
11 A.M.-11 P.M.
All Home Cooked Food
MA.RGIE K. SPRUCE
Proprietress

LAUNDRY CASE
REFILLS

Foe firM.11 CLLANING AND
PRFSSING

B. K. HILI SON
Telephone Orono 336
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Do you send your Laundry
HOME?
If you do, you will want
(4) ,inler your
Laundry Case Refills Now
Four refills neatly packed in a
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only one dollar
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To the Editor of the Campus:
The R.O.T.C. is unconstitutional according to the Supreme Court's A.A.A.
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Harold Webb,Editor

By Harold Webb
year's Intramural basketball race
deseloped some unforeseen twists.
V; it appears to be full of upsets.
tI
,
R
1lpha Tau Omega took a fall out
Kappa Sigma, heavy pre-season
,f
iao.rites to take the Southern Division.
The l'hi Kaps were knocked out of the
a team that had all the potentiali%ICC
real champs. To add to the conors
sternation of the dopesters, Phi Eta Kap.o.). charted as finalist in their league, fell
befor - an inspired Theta Chi five. Theta
Chi. Intramural Champs two years ago.
were given but an outside chance to place
in the money this year. However, unless
some drastic reversal occurs, the lads
front the Ox House look like the banner
hopes for the North. If they "clinch
with" A.T.O. the encounter will be well
so.rth the watching. Yes, Sir !
• • • • • •

H

Something that never has been accomplished at Maine—a 5:VS mark in the 45
card high hurdles. Bowdoin and Colby
track records boast of their share of the
much equaled world record. Bates also
claims a mark in record-breaking time.
This leaves Maine as the sole outcast.
What ss ith our fast track it would seem
hurdler might do us the honor.
:hat
Six seconds is the fastest time recorded
at the field house. Gramp Goddard, last
year's track captain, was co-holder of this
mark. Johnny Gowen seems to be a logical contender to lower this long-standing
Whether the distance is too short
7 the speedy sophomore is a detatai.le question. Gowell's chief asset is
orengih, which is not so important in
the shorter distance. Coach Jenkins believes that while Johnny is far above the
average over the tall timbers, the lows are
his best bet.
Excerpts from the Crimson-White, University of Alabama student publication:
"Two players were banished from the
game for engaging in fisticuffs, while
several were evicted for excessive fouling. Those are the sort of things that
lend spice to the game." 1Vonder if
that is the hot Southern blood manifesting
itself? Very seldom do we see anyone
take a swing at their opponents in this
neck of the woods. Not that the court
4arnri aren't at times very torrid affairs.
'.ut the players rarely lose control of their
tempers. Take that Higgins-Frosh game
last Saturday evening. Before the fracas
was over, the boys employed every known
tactic of offense and defense. Blocks,
tlying wedges, in fart, everything but a
gas attack were used, but all the players
seemed to enjoy themselves to the nth
.legree.
Pia-ups
Coach Jenkins is having
his worries
either his men are sick or
'ark the ambition to train
Wonder how
Ale criticises in a nice way?
Well,
here goes
I'll bet my old tie, the pink
)tie with the ()range dots, that student in•erest in freshman track meets would
•ake a decided rise if they were run off
nearer to schedule. The last call for the
irst event Saturday went in at 2 o'clock
the event was run off thirty-five minnicr later.
Applications Out for
Prep Basketball Tourney

Maine Ski Team Phi Kappa Sigma
Takes Fifth in Victor in Rice
Vermont Meet Cup Track Meet
With Rod Elliott, Frank Doe. and Captain Phil Bower performing with consistent brilliance, and with Charlie I-kuntoon
contributing his share of able work, Maine
placed fifth in a 12-college ski meet at
Middlebury, Vermont, over last weekend.
Dartmouth captured first place, actually
receiving the maximum possible score, 500
points, but her victory was not the easy
one that had been anticipated and Maine
helped, keeping her men hard pressed a
number of
.times.
The Maine skiers had to contend with
two serious handicaps; "Freshie" McCarthy, who figured prominently in the
Dartmouth Meet, remained behind to participate in the Bridgton track meet ; and
Coach Curtis was able to enter only two
men in the combined slalom and downhill.
The twelve colleges entered in the meet
were Dartmouth, winner of the meet with
a perfect score of 500 points; New Hampshire, 470 points; Middlebury, 467; Williams, 446; Maine, 406; Cornell. 259;
Bowdoin, 254; Norwich, 189; and Vermont, M.I.T., Union College, and Syracuse.
Ted Curtis said emphatically that
'Maine's team members did the best
they've done this year, even better than
at Dartmouth," depsite the fact that they
placed higher in the earlier meet.
The whizzing Frankie Doe won first
place in the downhill race, covering the
strenuous half mile ins 46.6 seconds.
Though Elliott, covering the same stretch
in but one second more, tied with Jones
of New Hampshire, for third place. Dartmouth succeeded in winning this, as well
as all the other events, and Maine received second place. Maine's score, out
of a possible 100, was 94.67, Dartmouth's
100.
In the cross country event Maine won
89.38 points, for sixth place. One of forty-three starters, Captain Bower finished
fourth. Bower's time was 1 hour 11 minutes and 29 seconds. Charlie Huntoon,
placing fourteenth, travelled the distance
ill 1 hour 11 minutes and 29 seconds.
The slalom race, which required speedy
twisting and turning for over 300 yards,
was of two parts and netted Maine second
place. In the first run Rod Elliott, who
completed the grind in 48 seconds, came
out second. Racing against forty-two
men in the second run, Phil Bower finished
first in 41 seconds. He was fifth in the
average for the two runs; Elliott was
well up; and Doe followed closely.
Elliott made the longest standing jump
of the meet and then, after winning the
event, received first honors in an exhibition jump. He was first for distance in
Faith jumps, but Bradley. of Dartmouth,
won first place for the combined qualities
of distance and form.
Maine's winter sportsmen assumed the
role of spectators as well as being active
competitors themselves. While at Middlebury they witnessed a hockey game
between a Middlebury and a Colgate team
and a basketball game between Middlebury and Lowell Textile.

Stiff Competition
In Intramural Tilts

Two teams that were given but an outTed S Curtis, Faculty Manager of Ath- side chance of breaking into a contender's
etics, announced today that applications position went on a rampage that upset the
had been sent to ten Maine preparatory proverbial dope bucket and provided some
schools for the annual University of Maine extra thrills in the Interfraternity BasketPrep Basketball Tournament to be held ball I.eague this last week.
March 13 and 14.
Alpha Tau Omega in the South and
Once the applications have been re- Theta Chi in the North went into high
eived at Orono a committee will select gear and shoved the two pre-season fa'he four teams which are to compete for vorites practically out of the running.
'he etate title, Mr. Curtis stated.
Last Thursday, Alpha Tau Omega met
Phi Kappa Sigma in one of the deciding
Two Frosh Basketball
games of the Southern League and
Games Are Cancelled emerged from the fracas victors by a 3733 score. Two nights before, they had
-ause both Shead High of Eastport soundly trounced the only other possible
and Calais Academy have been selected
contender, Phi Mu Delta. Elated over
participation in the regional high their easy victory, they went into the Pfli
school basketball tournament both schools
Sigma game eager to keep up the
'ave ken obliged to cancel their games Kappa
They did.
work.
good
with the Maine freshman B team which
Phi Kappa Sigma, facing their first real
sisere scheduled for
this Thursday and test after breezing through all their preFriday on the freshman's scheduled Washliminary games without much effort was
lit' County tour.
hardly ready for the devastating offense
As a result. Mr. Curtis has been trying
which the boys in gold presented. A.T.O.,
tecure opponents in order that the proflaunting all superstitions, took the floor
:'AM trip might be carried out.
in new uniforms, and before a howling
group of rabid fans scored four points beContributor's Plan I'lay
fore Phi Kappa Sigma's offense took.
A meeting of the Contributor's Club Woodbury broke the ice for the Black
!as held at North Hall on Sunday eve- and Orange and Johnstone quickly evened
Plans were made for wriitng a the count. From then on it was a "flip a
1111 (,,operatively and a committee with coin" affair. The half ended at 20-21.
""'der as chairman was chosen to with Alpha Tau Omega on the large end.
other • a plot.
Phi Kappa Sigma came back strong in
It Is 4, decided to discuss contemporary the second half, hut their lead was short
ITner, at the following meetings. On lived as A.T.O. applied pressure. The
lett Sunday evening at Salentine, Donald third quarter ended with Phi /Caps trailing
stessard is to discuss Alice Hurley.
29-27. The closeness of the score throughThose present were Dr. Ellis, Margaret out is an excellent indication of the calissil'P Rose Snyder, Dick Wooster, Don- ber of play. In the final tanto, Alpha Tau
t
Stto
Omega scored eight points to their oppoeLard, Ruth Goodwin. and'
Car
tit
nents' six to end the game 37-33.

For the fourth consecutive year. the
(lurks Rice Trophy. emblematic of track
superiority of the University. was woo
by Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity. The
outcome oi the meet was never in 4nibt
after the first few events, although the
score was predicted to be much closer than
the final tallies, 551 -29, show.
The meet was featured by the individual
performances (if Gowell. Phi Kappa Sigma. in winning the two hurdle events awl
Dyer's winning heave in the discus. beating Frame, the pre-meet favorite, by over
a foot. Murray, of Kappa Sigma. and
Huff. of Phi Kappa Sigma, renewed their
rivalry for sprint championship of the
college with Murray emerging victorious
after close races all the way in both the
70 and 300 ;(I. dashes. The 300 yd. proved
to be the sensation of the (lay. Iluff got
off to a fast start and led the way throughout the first half of the race, then Huff.
running his first 300 of the year. weakened and Murray passed him and led the
way to the tape by about two yards.
Discus throw : Won by Dyer. frosh;
2nd, Frame. Kappa Sigma; 3rd. Kelley,
Phi Kappa Sigma. Distance, 122 it. 4 in.
Hammer throw : Won by Frame, Kappa Sigma; 2nd, R. Ireland, Phi Kappa
Sigma 3rd, Sherry. PKS.
Shot put: Won by R. Ireland. PKS
2nd, Frame, KS; 3rd, Collette, KS. Distance, 39 ft.
Javelin : Won by Bell, Phi Mu Delta :
2nd, K. Ireland, PKS; 3rd, Frame, KS.
Distance, 171 it. 2 in.
100 yd. low hurdles—Won by Gowen.
PKS; 2nd, Webb, PKS; 3rd. McKenzie.
frosh. Time, 14 sec.
Mile run: Won by awyer, fossil; 2nd,
Hunnewell, Sigma Alpha Epsilim; 3rd.
Hart, frosh. Time, 4 min. 36 sec.
Mile and half : Won by Ilunnewell.
SAE; 2nd, Clifford, PKS; 3rd, Morton, unattached.
High jump: Won by Webb, PKS; 2nd.
McCarty, frosh; 3rd, tie, K. Ireland, PKS
and Smart, Phi Gamma Delta. Height,
5 it. 10 in.
Broad jump: Won by K. Ireland. l'KS;
'rid, tie, McCarty and _Thomas. frosh.
Distance, 20 ft. 4 in.

45 yd. high hurdles: Won by Dowell,
l'KS: 2nd. Webb, PKS; 3rd. Kelley,
frosts. Time. 0 4'S sec.
MO rd. dash: Won by Murray. KS;
2nd. Huff, PKS: 3rd. Keller, PKS. Time,
74is sec.
70 yd. dash: Won by Murray, KS;IA.
Huff. PKS; 3rd, Kelley, PKS. Time,

3.1+i sec.
600 yd., run: Won by tir, liurw its, Tau
Epsilon Phi, and DeWick, KS; 3rd, Edwards. F. Time. 1 nun. 18 sec.
IOW yd. run : Won by Fuller, PKS;
2nd. Dingwall, Phi Eta Kappa; 3rd, Hemingway, Phi Eta Kappa. Time. 2 mm.
30 sec.

Edward Stetson '35 writes from Cornell
University where he is a candidate for
a master's degree in Ornamental Horticulture that he expects to complete his
work there by the end of the summer
session.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Each Pull Less Acid

ORONO
'Thurs.. Feb. 20
"PETER IBBETSON"
with
Gary Cooper, Ann Harding
This is an excellent picture and
worth seeing
Fri., Feb. 21
"THE 39 STEPS"
starring
Robert Donat of "Monte Cristo"
Another excellent picture worth
seeing
Sat., Feb. 22—Special Holiday Bill
Continuous today from Ito II P.M.
George Arliss
in
"MR. HOBO"
feature will be screened at
1 :10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, and 9:10
Mon., Feb. 24
"FRISCO KID"
with
James Cagney, Margaret Lindsay.
and Ricardo Cortez
We say "Very Good," don't miss it
Tues., Feb. 25
"MARY BURNS,
FUGITIVE"
with
Melvyn Douglas, Sylvia Sidney,
and Alan Baxter
1 powerful melodrama—excellent
entertainment
Wed., Feb. 26
"ANNIE OAKLEY"
with
Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster,
and Melvyn Douglas.
A colorful and amusing melodrama
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A LIGHT SMOKE
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
Luckies are less acid. One of the
chief contributions of the Research
Department in the development
of A LIGIIT SMOKE is the private Lucky Strike process, "IT'S
TOASTED."
This preheating process ut highur
temperatures consists of four main

stages, which involve carefully controlled temperature gradations.
Quantities of undesirable constituents are removed. In effect, then,
this method of preheating at higher
temperatures constitutes a completion or fulfillment of the curing and
aging processes.

rluckies are less acid I
t.t.,s of Actdity of 011y•r Popvlar ernnell Ov••Lucky Strok• Cigorettiot

Recent chomical tests show'
that other popular brands
have an excess of acidity
over Lucky Strike of from
Sr. to 100:
IS
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Your throat protection — against irritation

Tel. 360
Ow Town

-"IT'S TOASTED"

MOLINE

— against cough

THE MA/111 CAMPUS
Campus 1
- Mr. Wise Rushee- Wedded
At Phi Mu's Frosh Party
Miss Pi of
A Ira. k wedding between
featured
Phi MU all4.1 Mr. Wise Rusher
Thursday
party
rushing
final
atu's
rio
Valley
evening, Feb. 13, at the Penobscot
Country Club.
PhylMary Hakes was the bride and
Polly Davis,
bridegroom.
the
Peavey.
lis
beneath
as the clergyman. tied the knot
Alice Mca large white wedding bell.
the
Mullen attended the ceremony as
way,
march
vvedding
The
bride's mother.
played by Edith Hill.
Snare
At the weakling supper. Josephine
decorations
The
toastmistress.
the
was
colors
were carried out in the sorority
a
with pink and white carnations and
miniature centerpiece of a bride and
groini decorated the banquet table. 'west,
were presented with pink and white

Barbara Bailey Chosen
Thirty Couples Dance
Queen of Pent.,
At Lambda Chi Informal

Sigma Nu Initiation
Dance Held Salurday

oil-sages.
The committee consisted of Alice McMullen, Edith Hill, Charlotte Davis, Cora
Sharon, and Edith Thomas.
The following attended: Pauline Davey,
Lois Leavitt. Barbara Whittridge, Betty
Dixon. Mary Orr, Gwendolyn Hooper,
Marjorie Taylor. Mary Ford, I lorothy
Mosher. lona Brown, Yvonne Gonya,
Claire Aiken, Dorothy Woodcock, Rhona
Gray-. Phyllis Peavyy, Anora Peavey.
Edith Hill, Alice McMullen, Josephine
Snare, Charlotte Davis, Ruth Currie.
Nancy Woods. Dorothy Hutchinson.
Wooster, and Vivian Dow.
Margaret Williston, Barbara Brown,
Marguerite Benjamin, Miriam Hilton.
Edith Thomas, Diana Hight, Cora Sharon, Hester Billings. Mary Hawkes, and
Mabel Mayhew.
Griffee, Loring Speak
At Agricultural Club
The Agricultural Club held its February meeting last Tuesday evening in
Winslow Hall. Following a short business meeting, talks were given by Dr.
Fred Griffee. director of the Experiment
Station, and Fred P. Loring, director of
short courses.
Dr. Griffee discussed the opportunities
of modern agriculture, the possibilities of
the field open to the students of this University after graduation, and stressed the
importance of agricultural research. Mr.
lAning spoke on "Parliamentary Law."
His points were further brought out by a
demonstration of parliamentary. powedure
in which student club members participated.
The club was entertained with harmonica music by a number of members. The
meeting was brought to its usual close
by tlw serving of refreshments.

Soft light• niusi, by the Maine Bears,
and reireshmem were features of the
Sigma Nu Initiation dance held at the
house Friday eirening. February 15. The
committer in charge of the party consisted of John F. Averill, Thomas Houghton,
Ralph Norman. Donald S. Adams. and
Keith Bates. During intermission the
following initiates were introduced: Donald Adams. Keith Bates, Ralph Butler,
Leonard Gartz. Douglas Grant, Harvey
Th.onpson, and WilKeinwson,
liam Jackson.
1 !lose attending the dance were: Adrienne Thorn. Keith Bates; Josephine
Campbell, Frank Chapman; Jeannette
MacKenzie, Russell Judd; Ruth GoodAin. Donald Stewart; Louise Burr, Ralph
Farris; Mary Pendell, Leonard Gaetz ;
Irma Taylor, Douglas Thompson; Okalotte Currie, Russell Springer; Helen
llolman, Paul Winslow; Mary Coffin,
Philip Plummer; Hilda Heritage. Donald Drisko; Mary Bowler. Donald
Adams; Helen Lewis. William Blake;
Louise Ilimnan, William Yeaton; Mr.
and Mrs. Mathew Highlands; Dorothy
Cann. Darrel Currie; Eleanor Cushing,
George Harrison; Diana Hight, Gerold
I inckley ; Frances Orr, Frederick Crocker ; Marguerite Davis, Walter Davis; Lucille
MacDonald. Raymond Gailey;
Thomas Houghton. and chaperons, Mrs.
Alfred Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. James
Moreland. and Dr. and Mrs. Rising I..
Morrow,

Hell, Earth Heaven Seen Old-Fashioned Party Is
Sponsored by Pi Phis
With Tri-pelt Sorority

Tri-Delt sorority er!ertained its rushers at a "hell, earth, heaven" party, Friday evening. The cellar at Annette
Youngs' home was "hell." where the coeds first went. From there a bus transported them to Ruth Hinkley's in Brewer for "earth" and back again to Bangor
for "heaven" at Jean Kent's house. Hilda
Scott rendered several dance numbers.
which were cleverly done. Favours were
red linen handkerchiefs from "hell" and
white chiffon evening handkerchiefs from
"heaven."
Those present were: Eleanor Crockett,
Anita Miller, Lois Leavitt, Adrienne
Thorn, Polly Davee, Helen Bond, Louise
Burr. Edna Louise Harrison, Louise
Rice, Libby Doble, Iris Guiou, Joan Cox,
Mary Helen Raye, Lee Boyer, Frances
Nason, Virginia Maguire. Barbara Whittredge, Barbara Grace, Margaret Hinkley, Marie Thompson. Priscilla Tondreau,
Meredith Lewis, Elizabeth Ashby, Audrey Bishop, Eileen Brown. Ruth Burnett.
Frances Callaghan, Evelyn Boynton,
Faith Folger, Elva Gmazins, Ruth Hinkley, Jean Kent, Hope Wing, Florence
Shannon. Alfreda Tanner, Gertrude
Titcomb, Annette Youngs, Marjorie
Thompson, Betti Bruce, Ruby Black,
Delta Zetas Entertain
Mary Wright, Hilda Scott. Ethel-Mae
Rushees at Farm House Currier, Marguerite Picard, Bee Lou
The annual formal rushing party given 11(xIgkins, Regina Littlefield, and Bertha
by the Alpha Upsilon Chapter of Delta Borden,
Zeta was held on Sunday evening. FebGuests Play Cards
ruary sixteenth at The Billington, East S.A.E.
And Dance at Vic Party
Eddington.
enjoyed dancing and
couples
Twelve
The guests were taken by bus to the
old country farmhouse, where they were card-playing at Sigma Alpha Epsilon's vie
Edith
Macevening.
Mrs.
party
Saturday
served with chicken dinner. The table
decorations were in rose and green, the Collum. house mother, chaperoned. Refreshments consisted of cocoa, sandwiches
Delta Zeta colors.
and punch.
The program included sgni aing grata
Those present included: Hall Ramirez.
The program included singing and
games in front of the open fireplace. Ger- Helen Wooster; Bill Hunnewell. Norma
Tittrude Murry. Margaret Hall, and Eliza- Lueders; Phil Gregory. Gertrude
Sanborn;
HamJean
Jack
Bessom,
comb;
arrangeof
charge
in
were
beth Gifford
lin Gilbert, Margaret I.itz; Norman
ments.
Thompson, Marion Dunbar ; George
Jean Stanley '36 was ice bound last Roundy, Barbara Brown; Malvern Hodgweek while visiting on Cranberry Isle. don. Phyllis Philips; Roland Albert,
After being detained there for a week, Georgia Fuller; Alvin Heald, Miss Sulli•lit' with several others was taken to the van; George Hill. Laura Chute; Mr. and
Mrs. Joe McEachern,
bs .1;i plane.
,

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity entertained thirty couples at an informal dance
last Saturday night. The music was furnished by Perley: Reynolds' Orchestra
The chaperons were: Mrs. May McDonough, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert LAmson.
Frank Doe, Richard Staples. and Louis
Edwards were on the entertainment committee.
The guests were: Ethel-Mae Currier.
Louis Edwards; Marguerite Avery, Jack
Getchell; June King, Edward Merrill;
Kay Johnson. Darrell Jordan; Bertha
Borden. Carol Larson; Barbara Grace,
Thomas Verrill; Pauline Drummond,
Harry Halliday ; Elizabeth Drummond,
Wallace Gleason; Marion Roberts, Robert Ohler ; Betty Gruginsky. Albert Verrill; June Boynton, James Emery; Madehue Frasier, James Flynn; Harriet Stuart. Robert Cameron; Ruth Kimball,
Craig Cameron; Marion Larson, William
Hooper ; Jane Foss, Dick Heal;; Bettina
Bruce, Cranston Folley; Ann Eliasson,
Leonard Shaw; Nancy Hennings,
Crowell; Betty Mitchell, Harlan
Dodge; Dorothy Craig, Charles Dunn;
Katharine Hoctor, Warren Brook; Vera
Brastow, Allan Doe; Beatrice Hodgkins,
Thomas Shannon; Alice Crowell. Harold
Lord; Frances Austin, Donald Washington; Lora Cummings, Ross Newcomb;
June Clemens. Harold Boardman; Betty
Clough, Ernest Dinsmore; Edith Gardiner. Dexter Clarkland; Irma Brown, David Wellman; Marguerite Piccard. Howard Kloss ; Charles Hall, and Ray Hurd.

The Pi Phi rushing party last Saturday
night was held in the Stillwater Grange
hall. The girls left Balentine at 5 o'clock
in sleighs. As sr1011 as they arrived at
the hall they were served an old fashioned
chicken pie supper. Cloth scarecrows
were the placecards. The hall was appropriately decorated for an old fashioned
country party. From a spider web of
cords, the rushers had to trace their way
to the favors—imported cut crystal perfume bottles. The program consisted of
short skits and a playlet "Murder in the
Lighthouse." The group also enjoyed
Virginia Reels, and square dances.
On the committee in charge of the
event were: 1'irginia Nelson, Margaret
.'snip, Louise Calderwood. and Margaret
Snow.
Those attending were: Alice Pierce,
Marie Folsom, Anna Anderson, Evangeline Anderson, Henrietta Holmes, Mary
Bearse. Marguerite Kyer, Dora Stacy,
Barbara Jones, Kay Gross, Althea West,
Janet St. Pierre. Marjorie Taylor. Rachel
Fowles, Ann Buck. Charlotte Cleaves,
Mrs. Vera Austin, Velma Colson. Margaret Asnip, Estelle Blanchard, Marion
Hilton, Faith Holden, Arlene Merrill,
Virginia Nelson, Louise Calderwood,
Margaret Snow, Mildred Dauphinee,
Carolyn Hanscom. and Betty Jordan.
North Hall Girls Hare
Gay Valentine Vic Party
The Chi Omega sorority held a gangster
A Valentine victrola party was enjoyed
party as the final event of the rushing season, on Monday evening at Stillwater. by the North Hall girls and their guests,
Carol Stevens was in general charge, as- Saturday night. Refreshments were valsisted by Althea Milieu. Phyllis Dimitre, entine cup cakes and punch. The party
was chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. Warren
and Madeline Frazier.
Games were directed by Elizabeth Bliss, Mr. and 'Mrs. Carl Larsen.. Miss
Bingle and Dorothy Nutt. after which Rose Snider, and Miss Eleanor Haile.
Those attending were: Winifred Cothe entertainment program was held. The
skit, Frankie and Johnnie, was played burn, Paul E. Browne; Althea Millett,
with Betty Clough at the piano, and Vir- Paul C. Brown ; Phyllis Hamilton, Edginia Moore, Helen Deihl, and Carolyn win Webster; Louise Ste-eves, Leslie
Brown as characters. Barbara Ware and Hutchings; Meredyth Lewis, Hervey AlKatherine Bunker did a song and tap len; Martha Chase, Robert Allen; Regina
I.ittlefield, Lionel Halle; Rachel Fowles,
number.
Clark Kuney; Anora Peavey, William
The Strand Theatre of Orono has Moran; Phyllis Peavey, Bartlett Kimball;
planned to hold a special Holiday Mary Treinor, Charles Dwinal; Helen
and Carnival program this Satur- Wooster, Hall Ramirez; Estelle Blanchday and will run continuous per- ard. Wayne Merrill; Margaret Hall, Arnold Hook.
formances from 1 to 11 p.m.

Costumes of every kind flour
the Penny Carnival held Fridas
February 14, in Alumni Hall,
auspices of the Women's Athleti, •
ation. The carnival this year took
form of a Valentine Ball. About _
couples attended.
Following the grand march, Barbara
Bailey was chosen Queen of Heart,
the absence of Joan Fales, with \\':
Mangovan as King. The couple .
throned, with I.ucy Cobb and
Littlefield attending them as pag,
During the intermission, a 's
dance was given by Adrienne
othy Davis. Elizabeth Doble, ani
Whittredge. Leo Liebermann
special arrangement of Sweet
several vocal selections were Herman Billings. and the Thr,.
strels.
Music was furnished by the
Bears. The patrons and patronesses
Miss Helen Lengyel and Mr. and Mr•
Stanley Wallace. The heads of the
ous committees were Elizabeth
!
general chairman; Francis King, decoration chairman; Jane Stillman, adv,••••
chairman; Rachel Carroll, ticks•
man; and Helen Buker, tote:• .
chairman.
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More students, especially freshmen and sophomores, are needed to
work out for positions on the propcommittee of the Maine
erty
Masque. Candidates should report
at the South Stevens attic Sunday
evening.
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Deutsche Vercin Initiates
The Deutsche Wren) held a meeting on
Tuesday evening. Feb. 18, Stevens Hall.
During the meeting eleven new members
were initiated into the club. They: are:
Beatrice Renwick, Marcia Allen. Paul
Morgan, Russell Morgan, Everett Brewer. James Siegal, Adolph Koran, Francis
Bradbury. Edwin Costrell, John DeLong,
and Sylvia Cohen.
Slides of notable German scenes along
the Rhine and elsewhere were shown by
Dr. Miles. and described by Celia Cohen
and Mildred Sawyer in German. Other
members present were Mae Cohen, Arlene Merrill. Faith Holden. Ilona, Golobski, Max Fitch, Alice Stewart, Dr. Klein.
and Dr. Miles.
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uilenburq Talks Before
Women's Forum It'ednesday
The Women's Fornm held a meeting
last Wednesday afternoon in Ila!entitle
sunparlor. Dean Muilenburg gave an informal talk in the "Ideal Modern rniversity" in which he discussed new meth'
gts for conducting classes and new gioupings for the buildings on a campus with
the I.ibrary as the center and the other
buildings radiating from it.
After Dean Muilenburg's talk, tea was
served with Catherine Russell piuring.
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OPERA HOUSE
_
lii. Sat. Feb. 21-22
The Surprise of the Year!
George Arliss
\s a Lovable Vagalk.1111
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Rosalind Russell
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